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Abstract

The solar orbital forcing induced changes in insolation at the mid-Holocene compared
to the late Holocene, which causes an amplification of the seasonal cycle in the North-
ern Hemisphere in the earlier period. The climate response over northern high lat-
itudes, to this change in forcing has been investigated in three types of PMIP (Pa-5

leoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project) simulations with different complexity of
the climate system. The model results have also been compared with available re-
constructions from temperature proxy data. Both the reconstructions and the PMIP2
models show a warm response in annual mean temperature, as well as in summer and
winter temperature. The model-model comparisons indicate the importance of includ-10

ing the different physical feedbacks (ocean, sea-ice, vegetation) in the climate model.
An objective selection method is applied in the model-data comparison to evaluate the
capability of the climate model in reproducing the spatial response pattern. The com-
parisons between the reconstructions and the best-fit selected simulations show that
over the northern high latitudes, summer temperature change follows closely to the15

insolation and shows a common feature with strong warming over land and relatively
weak warming over ocean. A pronounced warming centre is found over Barents Sea in
winter in model simulations, which is also supported by the nearby northern Eurasian
continental reconstructions. The warming over Barents Sea corresponds to a positive
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). The strengthened sea level pressure gradient may20

have caused a northward shift of the Atlantic storm track. It results in enhanced west-
erlies towards the northern Eurasia, which may be responsible for the winter warming
over northern Fennoscandia and northern Siberia.

1 Introduction

To develop scenarios for possible future climate change from simulations with climate25

models is a major scientific challenge. The models need to be validated to assure
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that they are able to reproduce observed climate change. Simulations of past climates
allow evaluating how models respond to changes in external forcing such as solar
orbital forcing and green-house gas. To undertake such evaluations, the Paleoclimate
Modelling Intercomparison Project (PMIP) was launched (Joussaume and Taylor, 1995;
Harrison et al., 2002), with a focus on two periods, the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM),5

21 000 years ago, and the mid-Holocene (MH), 6000 years ago.
The mid-Holocene climate is reasonably well documented by proxy data and the

main forcing compared to the late pre-industrial period is the insolation change due to
the Earth’s slowly changing orbit around the sun (Hewitt and Mitchell, 1996; Kutzbach
et al., 1996; Vettoretti et al., 1998; Joussaume et al., 1999). During the mid-Holocene,10

the seasonal cycle of insolation forcing in the Northern Hemisphere was larger than to-
day, with on average 5% more solar radiation in summer, and 5% less in winter (Berger,
1978). As a result of this change of insolation, a warmer summer and a colder win-
ter could be expected over the northern high latitudes at the mid-Holocene compared
to the late pre-industrial period. However, both the proxy reconstructions and climate15

model simulations reveal that the surface temperature not only responded to the solar
forcing but also involved complex processes within the climate system such as ocean
and land-surface feedbacks (Cheddadi et al., 1997; Wohlfahrt et al., 2004). Climate-
model predictions of the response to anthropogenic changes in atmospheric composi-
tion suggest that the northern high latitudes are particularly sensitive to the radiative20

forcing mainly because of two positive feedbacks; changes in the extent of sea-ice
cover, and changes in the albedo of the land surface as a consequence of changes
in snow cover and the extent of forest (IPCC, 2007). Climate model simulations have
shown that ice albedo feedbacks associated with variations in snow and sea-ice cov-
erage are a key factor in positive feedback mechanisms which amplify climate change25

in northern high latitudes (Wohlfahrt et al., 2004; Renssen et al., 2005; Braconnot
et al., 2007b). The polar amplification investigation under the double CO2 scenario in
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Projects (CMIP2) shows that, the range of simu-
lated polar warming in the Arctic is between 1.5 to 4.5 times the global mean warming
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(Holland and Bitz, 2003).The observational evidences from the last century are consis-
tent with climate model simulations containing greenhouse gas concentrations (IPCC,
2007). Observations also show amplified warming in the Arctic, but its magnitude
varies depending on time period analysed. Jones and Moberg (2003) found about 2.2
times larger warming in the Arctic compared to the global when the periods 1861–20005

and 1977–2001 were considered but only a factor of 1.2 for the period 1901–2000.
A variety of proxy records provide temporal and spatial information concerning cli-

mate change during the current interglacial, Holocene (Cheddadi et al., 1997; Pren-
tice and Jolly, 2000; Kim and Schneider, 2004). For selected periods such as the
mid-Holocene, intensive efforts have been dedicated to the synthesis of paleoclimatic10

observations and modelling intercomparisons (Liao et al., 1994; Harrison et al., 1998;
Masson et al., 1999; Prentice et al., 1998; Guiot et al., 1999; Joussaume et al., 1999;
Bonfils et al., 2004; Gladstone et al., 2005; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2006; Brewer et al.,
2007). Most of the data-model comparisons are focused on proxy data rich area such
as Europe. Existing data-model comparisons did not include the more recently com-15

pleted PMIP2 simulations that include coupled ocean-atmosphere models and/or cou-
pled ocean-atmosphere-vegetation models, which are generally in better agreement
with the proxy data than the earlier PMIP1 simulations which were conducted with sea
surface temperatures fixed to modern conditions (Braconnot et al., 2007a). The past
and future polar amplification of climate change have been recently reviewed in both20

CMIP and PMIP simulations (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2006). The PMIP1 atmosphere-
only simulations show no consistent temperature response for the polar regions to the
mid-Holocene forcing, whereas the PMIP2 coupled atmosphere-ocean climate mod-
els systematically simulate a significant mid-Holocene warming both for Greenland
(but smaller than ice-core based estimates) and Antarctica (consistent with the range25

of ice-core based range). The aim of this paper is to present a similar comparison
but with focus on the northern high latitudes (60◦ N–90◦ N) where the collected proxy-
based reconstructions are more numerous and cover a larger area than in previous
comparisons. In a companion study (Sundqvist et al., 2009) we compile and analyse
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the published quantitative proxy-based data climate reconstructions covering both the
mid-Holocene (−6000 year BP; 6 ka) and preindustrial (AD 1750; 0ka) periods, to ob-
tain and overview knowledge of the climate response documented in the paleoclimate
records, as well as to high-light the uncertainty of the values in the reconstructions.
In present paper, we use the database of PMIP1 (http://pmip.lsce.ipsl.fr/) and PMIP25

(http://pmip2.lsce.ipsl.fr/pmip2/) to perform a model-model and a model-data compar-
ison. An optimal selection method (Goosse et al., 2006) is applied to measure the
discrepancy between model results and reconstructions. This model-data comparison
method aims to evaluate the capability of the climate models to reproduce the spatial
climate response pattern seen in the proxy data, to find one (or a few) model simulation10

which most closely resembles the reconstructions. A further goal is to explore some
feedback mechanisms responsible for mid- to late Holocene climate changes.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, the temperature reconstructions for
the northern hemisphere high latitudes from our companion paper (Sundqvist et al.,
2009) are summarized. The PMIP simulations used in the current study are described15

in Sect. 3, while their temperature change during the mid-Holocene are presented in
Sect. 4. The model data and the reconstructions are compared using a cost function
in Sect. 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6.

2 Evidence of the mid- to late Holocene climate change in reconstructions

The collection of proxy data used here, for comparison with climate model output, is20

discussed in detail in the companion paper by Sundqvist et al. (2009). Here, we sum-
marize some of the main features of the proxy data and point out some main findings
in the companion paper. This set of proxy-based reconstructions is obtained through a
systematic scan for published calibrated temperature and precipitation reconstructions
from the region north of 60◦ N, with data for both the 6 ka and 0 ka periods. Altogether,25

the selected proxy records are more numerous and cover a larger fraction of the entire
area over northern high latitudes than previous data-model comparisons (Wohlfahrt
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et al., 2004; Renssen et al., 2005; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2006). The climate change
in mid- to late Holocene, as recorded in the proxy data, is defined as the 100-year av-
erage for two periods, that is, 6 ka minus 0 ka. More specifically, for the proxy data, this
means the difference between the 100-year periods centered on 6000 years B.P. and
1750 AD.5

Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of the temperature reconstructions used in
this study. In total there are 69 reconstructions used, including 48 July and August
temperature reconstructions, 6 January temperature and 15 annual mean temperature
reconstructions. The majority of reconstructions are from terrestrial archives, with a
dominance of pollen, diatoms, and chironomids temperature proxies. A few borehole,10

ice-core, tree ring and speleothems are also included. The number of marine proxies is
considerably smaller, only 5 including marine diatoms, alkenones and foraminifera from
the North Atlantic ocean. Most reconstructions are located over the land areas neigh-
boring the North Atlantic sector, with the highest density over Fennoscandia. There are,
some proxy sites in Greenland and a few from the Northern Eurasian and North Amer-15

ican continents. When compiling the reconstructions, the uncertainty from the calibra-
tion into temperature estimates done by the respective original authors, the uncertainty
in temperature due to dating uncertainty, and (when applicable) the uncertainty due to
errors in visual reading of temperature from graphs were considered and quantified in
terms of a “total uncertainty” expressed by the standard deviation of the error. Detailed20

information about this uncertainty estimation is in Sundqvist et al. (2009). For practi-
cal reasons, July and August reconstructions are used to represent northern summer
(JJA) mean temperature and, January reconstructions are used to refer to northern
winter (DJF) mean temperature.

According to an unweighted average of all available temperature proxies, the av-25

eraged temperature change in the reconstructions from the northern high latitudes,
indicates that the climate at 6 ka was 0.96±0.42◦C warmer in summer, 1.71±1.70◦C
warmer in winter and 2.02±0.72◦C warmer in annual mean temperature, in comparison
to 0ka (Sundqvist et al., 2009). The uncertainties of the overall temperature change
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largely depend on the uncertainty in individual reconstructions and the number of re-
constructions. For the winter temperatures, the uncertainty is almost equal to the esti-
mated change.

The sparsity of the data distribution and the large uncertainty in winter temperature
make the estimated change (warmer at 6 ka than at 0 ka) in winter temperature less5

reliable than the estimated changes in summer and annual mean temperatures. It
has previously been noted, though, that in Europe warmer winter temperatures at 6 ka
compared to 0 ka have been found in a majority of PMIP1 models and in proxy-based
values (Masson et al., 1999). Such warmer winter temperatures at 6 ka cannot be
explained by the insolation change directly, because the winter insolation in the high10

latitudes was lower in the mid-Holocene than at the present.
Another feature pointed out in the companion paper, is the observed larger change

in the annual mean temperature change compared to winter and summer temperature
changes in the reconstructions. One reason for this behavior could be that the proxy
data used to reconstruct the annual temperature are not from the same archives as15

those for summer and winter temperature, resulting in the different location and the
numbers of the data. Another reason could be the lack of a seasonal resolution in
proxy data; hence we cannot exclude the possibility that the response in seasons for
which we have no explicit data may have contributions to the change in annual mean
temperature than the change in winter and summer. Furthermore, one can also not20

exclude the possibility that the transfer functions used to estimate the temperatures
from proxy data are not sufficiently robust to allow a quantitative comparison between
estimates for different seasons. Usually the reconstructions are not well resolved sea-
sonally; therefore, the problem needs to be investigated further with the aid of climate
model simulations that have reasonable physical constraints and appropriately pre-25

scribed external forcings corresponding to the particular past periods. In the following
section we will first analyse PMIP database to obtain an estimate of the simulated cli-
mate response to the change in forcings and then we compare this with the results of
the reconstructions.
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3 The PMIP mid-Holocene simulations

The PMIP simulations used in this study include nineteen atmosphere only models
with fixed SST (SSTf) from PMIP1 database, thirteen coupled ocean-atmosphere (OA)
models and six coupled ocean-atmosphere-vegetation (OAV) models from the PMIP2
database. The models are presented with their names as specified in PMIP1 and5

PMIP2 databases, their spatial resolution and references to papers that describe the
models in Table 1. For most of the modeling groups, the version of the coupled GCMs
used for PMIP2 is identical to the version used for future climate change predictions in
CMIP3, but with a lower resolution. Each model has been used to perform a mid-
Holocene simulation (6 ka) and a pre-industrial control simulation (0 ka), under the10

same external forcings as required by the PMIP protocol. The main difference in forc-
ing for mid-Holocene, compared to 0 ka, is set up by the orbital parameter, which is
represented by the eccentricity, obliquity and precession. The PMIPs protocol also
considers a change in the CH4 concentration, with a lower concentration at 6 ka. The
other greenhouse gases and the topography are the same in 6 ka and 0 ka simulations15

(Braconnot et al., 2007a) for each model. For the different models, the topography
could be different due to the different horizontal and vertical resolution.

The PMIP1 atmosphere model with the fixed SST were integrated for 10-year long
period, whereas the PMIP2 OA and OAV models were run to produce 100-year long
simulations. Hence, all results presented here are computed from 10-year averages20

for PMIP1 simulations and 100-year averages for PMIP2 simulations. To compare
with the reconstructions, rather than using single months (e.g. July or January), we
use seasonal averages to represent season. Four seasonal mean for northern hemi-
sphere is computed as the mean of the individual month, that is, December-January-
February (DJF) mean for winter, March-April-May (MAM) mean for spring, June-July-25

August (JJA) mean for summer, and September-October-November (SON) mean for
autumn (The proxy records, however, provide no spring and autumn information). The
annual mean is computed from twelve monthly means.
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In the present study the temperature from the model outputs refers to the surface air
temperature at 2m height. The climate response to the change in insolation from the
mid- to late Holocene is defined as the mean climate change between two time periods
throughout the paper, i.e. 6 ka minus 0 ka. The three different types of models can
help to identify the different responses in the climate system; the PMIP1 atmosphere5

only model simulations mainly show the direct atmospheric response; the PMIP2-OA
simulations introduce the feedback from both ocean and sea ice; and the PMIP2-OAV
simulations further introduce feedback from vegetation.

Note that we regard the simulations for the 0 ka conditions to be control runs. The
results seen for the 6 ka simulations are thus interpreted as showing the response to10

the change in forcing compared to the control runs. Hence, for example, when we
speak about a “warming” response in this paper, we mean that the simulation for the
6 ka period is warmer than the simulation for the 0 ka period.

4 Temperature change in PMIP simulations

The 6 ka orbital configuration leads to an increase of the amplitude of the annual cycle15

of the incoming solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere in the northern hemisphere
and a decrease in the southern hemisphere. The insolation averaged over northern
high latitudes (north of 60◦ N) shows a slight increase of about 2.9 W/m2 for the annual
mean, and a large increase by 23.5 W/m2 for the JJA mean with a maximum increase
of about 32 W/m2 in July (Fig. 2). The DJF mean insolation shows a slight decrease by20

about −2.3 W/m2 over the region. In the model simulations the modern calendar has
been used for both periods instead of using a celestial based calendar as suggested by
Joussaume and Braconnot (1997). The consequence is that change that occurring in
autumn will be slightly underestimated over the northern hemisphere (Braconnot et al.,
2007a).25

The surface air temperature response to the insolation change is illustrated in fig-
ure.3 for the three types of PMIP models. In summer, all the PMIP1 and PMIP2
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simulations show a warming at high latitudes in response to the enhanced summer
insolation (Fig. 3c). In the PMIP1 atmosphere-only simulations, the atmospheric re-
sponse produces a summer warming betweeb 0.3 to 1.6◦C; the average for nineteen
simulations is 0.84◦C (Table 2). In the PMIP2 OA and OAV simulations, the response
is more consistent (the spread is between 0.8 and 1.6◦C) between the models than for5

PMIP1, except the OAV simulation with MRI-CGCM2.3.4nfa which has an anomalous
3.0◦C. This suggests that dynamic response of the ocean and sea-ice in the PMIP2-
OA narrow the inter-model spread of the summer warming compared to the PMIP1
simulations, for which the modern SST and sea ice fraction are prescribed. The av-
eraged summer temperature change for the thirteen PMIP2-OA simulations is 1.10◦C,10

i.e. about 0.26◦C warmer than the PMIP1 results (Table 2). This difference between
PMIP2-OA and PMIP1 simulations is primarily due to the reduced sea-ice cover, which
induces well known sea-ice-albedo positive feedback. This positive feedback appears
to be robust across all the thirteen PMIP2-OA simulations, as indicated by the small
spread between models (Fig. 3c, middle panel). The average for the five PMIP2-OAV15

simulations shows a 0.20◦C warmer response than the response in the PMIP2-OA
simulations (Table 2), reflecting the amplification due to the vegetation feedback.

In accordance with the decreased insolation at 6 ka in the other three seasons
(Fig. 2), the direct atmospheric response shows cooling in spring, autumn and win-
ter in most of the PMIP1-SSTf simulations, with averaged values of −0.51◦C, −0.12◦C20

and −0.33◦C respectively. As a result, there is no obvious change in annual mean
temperature in the PMIP1-SSTf simulations. The feedback from the sea-ice does not
appear to have any importance in spring, for which the atmospheric response to the
insolation is dominant. This is suggested by the observation that no distinct differences
in spring temperature response are found between the three types of PMIP simula-25

tions (Fig. 3b). Most of the PMIP1 and the PMIP2-OA simulations show cooling and
the PMIP-OAV simulations show a slight cooling or no change at all in spring.

The influence of ocean and vegetation feedbacks on the surface air temperature
appears to be more robust in autumn and winter. The average autumn warming in the
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PMIP2-OA simulations is 1.35◦C, i.e. which is about 0.25◦C larger than the summer
on average, indicating a lagged temperature response of the ocean to the enhanced
summer insolation (Fig. 3a). The additional feedback from the vegetation in the PMIP2-
OAV simulations further increase the autumn warming to 2.0◦C (Fig. 3d, the anomalous
MRI-CGCM2.3.4nfa simulation is not included in the average).5

In winter, ten of the thirteen PMIP2-OA simulations and all the six PMIP2-OAV simu-
lations show warming (Fig. 3a), whereas most of the PMIP1 simulations show a cooling
(on average −0.33◦C), the winter warming caused by the ocean feedback is 0.88◦C,
and the vegetation feedback causes another 0.67◦C warming. Compared to the 0ka
control simulation, the average winter warming reaches an average of 1.22◦C in the10

PMIP2-OAV simulations.
From the Table 2, it can be concluded that the combined effects of orbital forcing,

ocean feedback and vegetation feedback produce 1.30◦C warming in summer, 2.00◦C
warming in autumn and 1.22◦C warming in winter. The important feedbacks from ocean
and vegetation take effect from summer to winter, but their effect is most important in15

autumn and winter. Together, they eventually translate into an annual mean tempera-
ture response of about 1.10◦C. Strictly one can not separate the relative contribution
from ocean or from vegetation simply by calculating the difference between the PMIP2-
OAV and PMIP2-OA, because, for a given model, the OA and OAV simulations do not
share the same control simulation. However, from the view of the model complexity, the20

OAV models are closer to the real climate world. The averaged temperature change
in the OAV simulations is closer to the reconstructions than the OA and the PMIP1-
SSTf simulations. It is clear that when the different feedbacks in the climate system
are included in the climate model, the climate response is in better agreement with the
proxy-based reconstruction.25

In the above overall comparisons, the response varies from model to model in au-
tumn and winter, i.e. when the ocean and vegetation feedbacks take a notable effect
(Fig. 3a and d). This can be explained by the different ocean, sea-ice and vegetation
physics are applied in the various PMIP2 models.
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The most consistent response, across the models, is seen for the summer tempera-
tures in the PMIP2-OA simulations (Fig. 3c). All thirteen simulations show between 0.8
and 1.6◦C warming, with an average of about 1.0◦C. We selected the six simulation
with summer temperature responses closest in magnitude to the average and show
their large scale patterns in Fig. 4. The main common feature in these simulations5

is characterized by increased temperature over almost the entire northern high lati-
tudes. Corresponding to the direct responde to the insolation in summer, the warming
over the continents is more pronounced than over the ocean, this feature is shown as
the main temperature change pattern in the thirteen simulation ensemble illustration
(not shown). However, the warming centres differ from model to model. For example,10

CCSM and CSIRO-Mk3L-1.1 have their maximum warming over North America and
north Eurasia, as well as Greenland, whereas in MRI-CGCM2.3.4fa the warming over
the Greenland is small. In the GISSmodeE and MIROC3.2 simulations, there is a small
cooling area in the north Pacific and north Atlantic, respectively. An ensemble map may
provide important information that reflects the inter-model consistency, but could also15

miss some regional features when averaging across the different model simulations.
To find a realistic regional feature of the climate response, it seems necessary to select
one (or a few) simulations that closely resemble the pattern seen in the proxy-based
reconstructions. To achieve this goal, we applied a variant of the model-data compar-
ison technique that was developed by Goosse et al. (2006), in order to select among20

the PMIP simulations the ones that minimize a cost function.

5 Model-data comparisons

The principle of the method used by Goosse et al. (2006) is to select among a relatively
large ensemble of simulations, from one climate model, the one that is the closest to
the observed climate. We have slightly adapted this simple data assimilation technique25

to suit our purposes, where our goal is to find the simulation(s) that objectively show(s)
a best fit with the available proxy data. The selection is performed by comparing each
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simulation to the available reconstructions in a consistent manner. The method is sim-
ilar to the identification of analogues in meteorology, and it is expected to result in a
good fit between model simulations and reconstructions at a reasonable cost. A main
difference between our use of the method, and the approach of Goosse et al. (2006),
is the case that we applied the objective selection method to an ensemble of model5

simulation with different models instead of an ensemble of simulations with a single
model.

5.1 Selection of an optimal simulation

To select the best-fit simulation from the PMIP database, we applied a cost function
CF:10

CFk=

√√√√1
n

n∑
i=1

wi (Trec,i−T k
mod,i )

2

where CFk is the value of the cost function for each PMIP simulation k. In our study,
CFk is calculated for summer, winter and annual mean. The quantity n in the summa-
tion, is the number of reconstructions used in the model-data comparison. Trec,i is the
temperature change for reconstructions i , at a particular location. T k

mod,i is the value of15

the corresponding temperature change in the the PMIP simulation k for the model grid
box that contains the location of the proxy-record i . Here we use the weights

wi =
1

2σi

where 2σi is the total uncertainty for reconstruction i (Sundqvist et al., 2009). This
ensures that the reconstructions with a larger uncertainties to contribute less to the20

cost function.
The absolute value of the CF is meaningless, while the relative magnitude repre-

sents the goodness of each simulation compared to the other simulations. A low value
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of the CF means that the simulated climate response pattern is close to the tempera-
ture change seen in the reconstructions, and the corresponding model is regarded to
reproduce the reconstructed climate change better than the other models with higher
CF values.

From the comparison of the different PMIP simulations in Fig. 3, and the overall find-5

ings in the companion paper by Sundqvist et al. (2009), it is evident that the PMIP2
simulations are overall in better agreement with the reconstructions than the PMIP1
simulations. The main reason for this is the better agreement in winter, where both the
proxy data and the PMIP2 simulations agree on a warming at 6 ka compared to 0 ka. To
evaluate the overall fitness of three types of PMIP simulations, the CF values of the en-10

sembles for nineteen PMIP1-SStf simulations, thirteen PMIP2-OA simulations and six
PMIP2-OAV simulations are calculated (Table 3). For summer temperature there are
more reconstructions available and 50 data points (data from the same site have been
averaged) are used to compute the CF. Only six data points are used to compute the
CF for winter temperature change, and fifteen data points for annual mean. In Table 315

we found that summer CF-values are smaller than those of winter and annual mean.
PMIP-OA ensemble has the lowest CF-value in summer, while PMIP-OAV ensemble
has the lowest CF-value in winter and annual mean. It again objectively confirms that
PMIP2 simulations are better in agreement with reconstructions. Particularly for winter
and annual mean, PMIP-OAV simulations show the best agreement with data. Next we20

will calculate the CF-value for individual PMIP2 simulations and select the lowest one.
The CF values for each PMIP2 simulation is shown in Fig. 5, separately for the

summer, winter and annual mean temperature changes. The separate calculation of
CF-values for the different seasons allows separate identification of the models that fit
best. The OAV simulation by MRI-CGCM2.3.4nfa is excluded since its CF-value for25

summer temperature is three times higher than the summer CF-value average.
For all PMIP2 models, except two of them, the CF-values are higher for the annual

mean temperature changes than those for summer and winter temperatures (Fig. 5).
This leads to some support for the suspicion that the larger change seen in the re-
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constructions compared to those for summer and winter might indicate inconsisten-
cies in the reconstructed changes of annual mean temperatures (see Sundqvist et al.
(2009)). When comparing CF-values for summer and winter, it is observed that the
summer CF-values are smaller for eleven of the eighteen models. Consistent with the
overall comparisons, most PMIP2 models are better in summer temperature simula-5

tion with lower value of CF than those in winter and annual mean simulations (Fig. 5).
This suggests that the simulated response to enhanced insolation in summer is robust
and comparable across the most simulations, although two models have notably high
summer CF-values. The results for winter is more variable, and four of the models
have notably large CF-values. For summer temperatures (red curve in Fig. 5), five10

of the eighteen model simulations (CSIRO Mk3L 1.0, CSIRO Mk3L 1.1, MIROC3.2,
MRI CGCM2.3.4fa-OA and UBRIS HadCM3M2-OA) have low CF values around 0.9
and are very close to each other. We interpret this as an indication that these models
consistently well simulate the climate response to summer insolation forcing. However,
the winter CF values in these simulations are not as good as the summer ones (green15

curve in Fig. 5). For example, the CF for MIROC3.2 and UBRIS HadCM3M2-OA are
the two with the highest CF values in winter. ECBILTCLIOVECODE and FOAM have
the lowest CF values. The FOAM-OA simulation also shows low CF value in winter.

According to the CF values, the goodness-of-fit for the selected simulations is differ-
ent in summer, winter and annual mean. A possible way to select the best-fit simula-20

tions is thus to combine the results for all seasons. Such a composition for summer,
winter and annual mean temperature response is showed in black curve in Fig. 5. In
general, the composite CF values show less discrepancies between models compared
to the within-season results. Both the FOAM-OA and FOAM-OAV have relatively low
CF values. Therefore, according to the composite CF value, the simulated climate25

response pattern in FOAM gives the best fit with reconstructions. MRI CGCM2.3.4fa
(OA and OAV), CSIRO Mk3L 1.0, CSIRO Mk3L 1.1 and ECBILTCLIOVECODE (OA
and OAV) also show relatively low CF values. For FOAM, its OAV version shows a
lower CF value than its OA version, indicating that the vegetation feedbacks in FOAM-
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OAV further improve the results. The other four PMIP2-OAV simulations do not show
much differences in CF value from their respective PMIP2-OA version.

In conclusion, it is not easy to identify a single model simulation which shows a best-
fit with the proxy data. In the next section, we rather select two OAV models (FOAM
and MRI CGCM2.3.4fa) that show overall relatively low CF-values for both summer and5

winter as well as the summer-winter-annual composite.

5.2 Large-scale change in surface temperature and related feedbacks

Figure 6 illustrates the change in surface temperature in the two PMIP-OAV simula-
tions and in the reconstructions. For the simulated change in summer temperature,
the main feature in both simulations is the remarkable land-sea contrast; the warm-10

ing over Eurasia continent, North America and northern Scandinavia is much higher
than over the ocean. One reconstruction data point over the Iceland shows cooling,
and another two nearby data points show slightly warming, in two PMIP2-OAV simula-
tions this region shows a rather small warming. Over the continents, the magnitude of
the summer warming in FOAM-OAV is much stronger than in MRI CGCM2.3.4fa-OAV,15

but it is closer to the magnitude of the reconstructions, especially those over Siberia
and Scandinavia. Only one reconstruction from the North America supports the warm
centre seen in FOAM-OAV and MRI CGCM2.3.4fa-OAV.

Despite low CF values, the simulated changes in winter in the two simulations differ
rather much from each other. This is not unexpected, given that all winter temperature20

proxy sites are located over only a small region including northern Scandinavia and
northwestern Eurasia. This geographical spread of proxy sites is too small to constrain
the model temperature response over much of the rest of the Arctic region.

FOAM-OAV shows winter warming over most of the land areas, except south of
Greenland, while MRI CGCM2.3.4fa-OAV shows notable cooling over much of North25

America and, to a smaller degree, over the southern parts of the Eurasian Arctic re-
gion. A striking feature in simulated winter temperature response is a strong warm
region centered over Barents Sea in both simulations. The geographical extent of the
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strongest warming is larger in FOAM-OAV compared to the other model; including in
FOAM-OAV also northernmost Fennoscandia and the northwestern Eurasian conti-
nent. There are no winter temperature reconstructions available for the ocean, but the
warming centered over Barents Sea seen in the simulations is reflected by those warm-
ing seen over Siberia and northern Fennoscandia in the reconstructions. In fact, this5

is the reason why these two simulations have low CF values for winter temperatures in
Fig. 5.

The simulated change in annual mean temperatures is characterized by warming
along the eastern sector of the Arctic ocean and Eurasian continent, with the warm
centre located over Barents Sea, indicating a major contribution of the winter response.10

FOAM-OAV also shows a warming north Eurasia. In contrast, MRI CGCM2.3.4fa
shows cooling in part of this region and in much of North America. Again, the rea-
son for such marked differences between the simulations is the lack of proxy data to
constrain the models for these regions.

It is evident that the few proxy-data reconstructions for winter and annual mean tem-15

peratures cause large uncertainty in the model-data comparisons. Therefore, caution
must be taken when attempting to attribute causes (in reality) for the warming response
seen in the models, with a centre over Barents Sea. However, if this is also the true
climate response, the exploration for more proxy data is needed to test the reliability
of the measured response and for the examination of the possible mechanisms be-20

hind the response. Figure 7 shows the change in DJF mean sea level pressure in
FOAM-OAV (Fig. 7a) and in MRI CGCM2.3.4fa-OAV (Fig. 7b). A decreased pressure
over the polar region and increased pressure over southern Europe in both simula-
tions, indicating a mean shift towards a positive North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). In the
eastern part, the strengthened Siberian high and the weakened Arctic low, may have25

enhanced sea-level pressure gradients between the continent and the Arctic Ocean.
Both the pressure gradients over the north Atlantic region and north Eurasia, may have
driven the storm track further north, resulting in the warmer conditions over northern
Fennoscandia and northeastern Eurasia (Thompson and Wallace, 1998).
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To further explore possible reasons for the simulated temperature changes, in Fig. 8
we show the change in seasonal variation of the sea ice fraction, the surface albedo
and the ocean surface heat flux averaged over the high latitudes in FOAM-OA. It can
be seen that, following the enhancement of the insolation in summer, the sea ice over
the northern high latitudes is reduced all year around and has a maximum decrease by5

about 15% in August and September (Fig. 8a). An effect of the reduction of the sea-ice
is a decrease of the surface albedo by about 10% in September (Fig. 8b). The surface
ocean receives more heat during May to August directly from the enhanced summer
insolation (Fig. 8c). Due to the reduced sea ice and surface albedo, ocean heat stor-
age during summer is amplified. In September, following the decreased insolation over10

the northern high latitudes (Fig. 2), ocean starts to release the heat to the atmosphere.
Therefore, the direct response of the ocean to the insolation, as well as the positive
feedbacks from sea-ice albedo, lead to result that more heat flux being released from
the ocean to the atmosphere in autumn and winter (Fig. 8c). These changes seen in
simulate changes of the sea-ice, surface albedo and ocean surface heat flux are all15

possible mechanisms that can be responsible for the significant warming during au-
tumn and winter in the Arctic region, as an indirect consequence of increased summer
insolation.

6 Conclusions

We have performed model-model and model-data comparisons to examine the climate20

response to the change in insolation between the mid- and late Holocene. The com-
parison between 6 ka and 0 ka PMIP simulations shows that, at 6 ka, the orbital forcing
of PMIP models leads to an increase by 23.5 W/m2 of the insolation over northern
high-latitudes (north of 60◦ N) in summer, and a slight decrease by −2.3 W/m2 in winter
over the same region. PMIP1 simulations, with fixed SST, show that the atmospheric25

response to this orbital forcing produces on average a 0.84◦C warming in summer and
a cooling in the rest of the year. In PMIP2 ocean-atmosphere coupled simulations,
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the sea-ice-albedo feedback enhances the summer warming to 1.10◦C, and the ther-
mal inertia of the ocean leads to a 1.35◦C warming in autumn and a 0.55◦C warming
in winter, while the cooling in spring remains the same as in the PMIP1 simulations.
The PMIP2 ocean-atmosphere-vegetation coupled simulations also show warming in
summer, autumn and winter; the changes being beyond 1.0◦C in winter and summer,5

and reaching 2.0◦C in autumn. When comparing these results with the temperature
change seen in reconstruction from temperature proxy data (for summer, winter and
annual mean), the results from the PMIP-OAV simulations are closer to the reconstruc-
tions. This indicates that when more physical feedbacks (ocean, sea-ice, vegetation)
are included in the models, the climate response is in better agreement with the proxy-10

based reconstructions.
Based on an objective cost function approach, we selected two PMIP2-OAV model

that show the best overall agreement with the available proxy data. The two models
show a spatial response pattern that is largely consistent with the reconstructions in
summer. For winter and the annual mean field, however, the geographical distribution15

of the proxy sites is too small to well constrain the models across the entire study
region, leading to rather large differences between the response pattern seen in the two
selected models for winter and annual mean data. The simulated summer temperature
change follows closely from the insolation change and shows strong warming over land
and relative weak warming over ocean. A pronounced warming center is found over20

Barents sea in winter, which is also supported by the nearby reconstructions from the
northern Fennoscandia and northwestern Eurasia. The simulated winter warming over
Barents Sea is found to correspond to a positive shift of the NAO. The strengthened
sea level pressure gradients, which may have driven the storm track further north,
and resulting in enhanced westerlies towards northern Eurasia. This hypothesized25

mechanism may be responsible for, or contribute to, the simulated winter warming
seen over northern Fennoscandia and northeastern Eurasia.

Furthermore, analysis of one of the two selected best-fit OA models shows that in
summer and early autumn, a 15% decrease in sea ice fraction leads to 10% percent
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decrease in surface albedo, which together with the ocean feedback, leads to about
1.2◦C of summer temperature. During summer, the reduced sea ice and lowered sur-
face albedo, enhance the warming over ocean, increase heat flux transfer from atmo-
sphere to ocean and result in more heat storage in upper ocean. During autumn and
winter, more heat flux is released from ocean to atmosphere and cause a significant5

warming in autumn and winter despite the weaker insolation. This result indicates that
in the high latitude, the feedbacks in the climate system might be more important than
the direct effect of the change in external forcing.
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Table 1. PMIP models used in this study. The model name is listed as specified in PMIP
database. Type A refers to an atmosphere-only model with fixed SST, OA refers to a cou-
pled ocean-atmosphere and OAV refers to a coupled ocean-atmosphere-vegetation model.
OA+OAV means the model has both simulations. Resolution of the spectral model is given by
the type of truncation, the highest total wavenumber, and the number of levels, while for the
grid models it is given in longitude(degree)× latitude(degree)×vertical levels.

Model name in PMIP
database

Type Resolution of
Atmos
Long×lat×level

Resolution of
Ocean
Long×lat×level

Reference

bmrc A R21L9 McAvaney and Colman (1993)
ccc2.0 A T32L10 McFarlane et al. (1992)
ccm3 A T42L18 Hack et al. (1994)
ccsr1 A T21L20 Numaguti et al. (1995)
climber2 A 7◦×10◦×1 Petoukhov et al. (2000)
cnrm-2 A T31L19 Deque et al. (1994)
csiro A R21L9 Gordon and O’Farrell (1997)
echam3 A T42L19 Modellbetreuungsgruppe (1994)
gen2 A T42L18 Thompson and Pollard (1997)
gfdl A R30L20 Gordon and Stern (1982)
giss-iip A 5◦×5◦×9 Hansen et al. (1997)
lmcelmd4 A 5◦×7◦×11 Sadourny and Laval (1984)
lmcelmd5 A 4◦×6◦×11 Harzallah and Sadourny (1995)
mri2 A 4◦×5◦×15 Kitoh et al. (1995)
msu A 10◦×15◦×3 Kislov (1991)
ugamp A T42L19 Hall and Valdes (1997)
uiuc11 A 4◦×5◦×14 Schlesinger et al. (1997)
ukmo A 2◦×4◦×19 Hewitt and Mitchell (1996)
yonu A 4◦×5◦×7 Tokioka et al. (1984)
CCSM OA T42L26 1◦×1◦×40 Otto-Bliesner et al. (2006)
CSIRO-Mk3L-1.0 OA R21L18 2.8◦×1.6◦×21 Phipps (2006)
CSIRO-Mk3L-1.1 OA R21L18 2.8◦×1.6◦×21 Phipps (2006)
ECBILTCLIOVECODE OA+OAV T21L3 3◦×3◦×20 Renssen et al. (2005)
ECHAM5-MPIOM1 OA T31L19 1.875◦×0.84◦×40 Roeckner et al. (2003)
ECHAM53-MPIOM127-
LPJ

OA+OAV T31L19 1.875◦×0.84◦×40 Marsland et al. (2003)
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Table 1. Continued.

Model name in PMIP
database

Type Resolution of
Atmos
Long×lat×level

Resolution of
Ocean
Long×lat×level

Reference

FGOALS-1.0g OA 2.8◦×2.8◦×26 1◦×1◦×33 Yu et al. (2004)
FOAM OA+OAV R15L18 2.8◦×2.8◦×24 Jacob et al. (2001)
GISSmodelE OA 4◦×5◦×17 4◦×5◦×17 Schmidt et al. (2006)
UBRIS-HadCM3M2 OA+OAV 3.75◦×2.5◦×19 1.25◦×1.25◦×20 Gordon et al. (2000)
IPSL-CM4-V1-MR OA 3.75◦×2.5◦×19 2◦×0.5◦×31 Marti et al. (2005)
MIROC3.2.2 OA T42L20 1.4◦×0.5◦×43 K-1-Model-Developers (2004)
MRI-CGCM2.3.4fa OA+OAV T42L30 2.5◦×2.5◦×23 Yukimoto et al. (2006)
MRI-CGCM2.3.4nfa OA+OAV T42L30 2.5◦×2.5◦×23 Yukimoto et al. (2006)
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Table 2. Summary of seasonal changes in temperature (◦C) averaged for nineteen PMIP1-
SSTf simulations, thirteen PMIP2-OA simulations and five PMIP2-OAV simulations (excluding
the MRI-CGCM2.3.4nfa simulation).

Forcing and feedbacks MAM JJA SON DJF Annual

Orbital forcing −0.51 0.84 −0.12 −0.33 −0.03
Orbital forcing+Ocean feedback −0.46 1.10 1.35 0.55 0.64
Orbital forcing+Ocean feedback+vegetation
feedback

−0.15 1.30 2.00 1.22 1.10
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Table 3. Values of the cost function for nineteen PMIP1-SSTf ensemble, thirteen PMIP2-OA
ensemble and six PMIP2-OAV ensemble.

Ensemble Summer Winter Annual

PMIP1-
SSTf

0.23 1.41 0.57

PMIP2-OA 0.16 1.25 0.44
PMIP2-
OAV

0.18 0.98 0.41
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the temperature reconstructions from proxy data. In total, there are 69
reconstructions including 48 July and August temperature reconstructions, 6 January tempera-
ture and 15 annual mean temperature reconstructions.
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Fig. 2. The incoming solar radiation (W/m2) at the top of the atmosphere averaged over 60◦ N–
90◦ N for the mid-Holocene (6 ka, red), pre-industrial (0 ka, blue) and the difference between
the two (6 ka–0 ka, black). The left-hand vertical axis refers to the absolute values and the
right-hand scale to the difference values.
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Fig. 3. Seasonal change in surface air temperature(◦C) averaged over northern high latitudes
(60◦ N–90◦ N) for the PMIP simulations. (a) DJF mean, (b) MAM mean, (c) JJA mean and (d)
SON mean. The red circles are for PMIP1, the blue ones for PMIP2 OA and the purple ones
for PMIP2 OAV.
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Fig. 4. Summer mean (JJA) change in surface temperature(◦C) in six selected PMIP2-OA
models.
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Fig. 5. Value of the cost function for the 18 PMIP2 models for summer temperature (red),
winter temperature (green), annual mean temperature (blue), and a composition for sum-
mer, winter and annual temperatures (black). The values of the cost function is normal-
ized by the number of the reconstructions. The horizonal X-axis indicates the 18 PMIP2
models used in the comparison. Number 1 to 13 are PMIP2-OA models: 1, CCSM; 2,
CSIRO Mk3L 1.0; 3, CSIRO Mk3L 1.1; 4, ECBILTCLIOVECODE; 5, ECHAM5 MPIOM1; 6,
ECHAM53 LPJ; 7, FGOALS 1.0g; 8, FOAM; 9, GISSmodelE; 10, IPSL CM4 V1 MR; 11,
MIROC3.2; 12, MRI CGCM2.3.4fa; 13, UBRIS HadCM3M2. Number 14 to 18 are PMIP2-OAV
models: 14, ECBILTCLIOVECODE; 15, ECHAM53 LPJ; 16, FOAM; 17, MRI CGCM2.3.4fa;
18, UBRIS HadCM3M2.
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16 Qiong Zhang et al.: Mid-Holocene climate response: model-data comparison

Fig. 6. The large scale pattern in surface temperature(◦C) change in FOAM-OAV (left column), MRICGCM2.3.4fa-OAV (middle column),
and reconstructions (right column). Top row is for summer temperature, represented by JJA mean for model data and July temperature for
reconstructions; middle row is for winter temperature, represented by DJF mean for model data and January temperature for reconstructions;
bottom row is for annual mean temperature.

Fig. 6. The large scale pattern in surface temperature(◦C) change in FOAM-OAV (left column),
MRI CGCM2.3.4fa-OAV (middle column), and reconstructions (right column). Top row is for
summer temperature, represented by JJA mean for model data and July temperature for re-
constructions; middle row is for winter temperature, represented by DJF mean for model data
and January temperature for reconstructions; bottom row is for annual mean temperature.
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Fig. 7. The change in DJF mean sea level pressure (Pa) for (a) FOAM-OAV, (b)
MRI CGCM2.3.4fa-OAV.
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Fig. 8. Seasonal variation of (a) Sea ice fraction, (b) surface albedo and (c) ocean surface heat
flux averaged over the 60◦ N–90◦ N latitudes in FOAM-OA. The left-hand vertical axis refers to
the absolute values and the right-hand scale to the difference values.
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